
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 151 TEMPLATE 
- Constitutional validity does not = morality 

- ‘Principles of justice are most tested by unpopular causes’ 

- Cth: ENUMERATED POWERS, States: PLENARY POWERS 

Constitutional Method 
Shift to interpreting ‘natural and ordinary meaning’ empowers Cth 

- Before Engineers HC tried to preserve Federal balance 

- Don’t have to interpret using Intl law unlike UK, India (SC ruling) 

1. DIRECT LEGAL EFFECT 

- What does it ACTUALLY do? Rights, duties, obligations 

- Murphyores v Cth (Sand Island case) stated v actual effect 
        -     Req environmental impact statement: purpose is conservation 
        -     No environmental power, but export, this is essence of law! 

- Fairfax v Commner of Taxation (1965)  
        -     KITTO: about nature of rights etc being changed or regulated 
 

2. HEAD OF POWER 

- SUBSTANCE rather than FORM R v Barger (1908) 

- Need SUFFICIENT CONNECTION – not just economic (WA Airlines) 

- Define scope and meaning of power 
        -     Does it fall within core or incidental scope? Case by case! 
        -     All powers have incidental scope – 51(xxx ix) 

- Proportionality: 
        -     Technically can’t consider: 99% tax is still a tax 
        -     However, can be so extreme to take out of scope of power 
        -     Nationwide News – ‘reasonably proportionate to pursuit of end’  

- Can be ‘with respect to’ more than 1 HOP – Murphyores/Tas Dams 

- SEVERANCE 
        -     Either divisible (cut out) or distributive (if you can read down to 
              fall within power you should (Acts Int Act 15A) 
 

3. RESTRICTIONS: Could be EXPRESS: 
        -     s92 freedom of interstate trade, s99 no preference *** 

- Or IMPLIED: political communication etc 
 

Process for the STATES 

- Have a plenary power from State Constitutions to make laws for peace, 
welfare and good governance (s2 and 8 of Qld C) 

- Not words of limitation Union Steamship 

- Many concurrent powers (Pirie v McFarlane) and some exclusive 

- Remember to check for restrictions still 

- Can legislate outside state if ‘territorial connection’: Pearce v Florenca 
 

State Constitutions: (guaranteed by 106 - Victoria v Cth) 

- Fiscal federalism: states get 50+%$ from Cth: vertical fiscal imbalance 

- Imbalance of power stemming from s90 (inability to tax goods)  

CENTRALISM DECENTRALISM 
Streamlined Government Diversity of policies and experimentation 

Less duplication Regional loyalty 

Uniformity Responsiveness to local circumstances 

Effective coordination Enhanced opportunity for political participation 

Economic efficiencies Checks and balanced flowing from divided power 

HEADS OF POWER 
TRADE AND COMMERCE POWER (s51(i)) 
T & C, with other countries and among states, but not within state 

- Can regulate others’ TC, and can engage themselves (Aus 
National Airways v Cth (1945)) 

 

Meaning of Trade and Commerce 

- Generally interpreted broadly (intrastate not) with ord/nat meaning 

- WA McArthur: Mutual communings, negotiations, bargain transport delivery. 

Movement of goods, people (ANA), intangibles 

- Can be things ancillary or incidental – Huddart Parker  
-  

O’Sullivan v Noarlunga Meat 

- Need to guarantee how they were slaughtered (manufacture) to 
guarantee quality of export (‘Nor can it… stop there) 

- “All matters which may affect beneficially or adversely the export trade of 
Australia in any commodity produced or manufactured in Australia must be 
the legitimate concern of the Cth.”  

 
 

How far can it extend? (SCOPE) 

- Not mere manufacture UNLESS necessary to effectuate trade and 
commerce – Grannal v Marrickville; O’Sullivan v Noarlunga 

- WA Airlines – economic connection not enough 

- Pape TC is not general power over economy 
 

Meaning of Interstate and Overseas 

- Can’t be intrastate unless a sufficient connection: 

- Direct, proximate, substantive: Redfern v Dunlop  

- Inseparably connected: some intrastate companies, all co’s 
tied in, couldn’t separate! 

- Causative: Airlines of NSW (pilots needed Cth and State license) 

- Movement of people TC, but some flights intrastate 

- Motive to regulate safety, couldn’t do so for only some! 
 

 

RESTRICTIONS – s92 
“Trade and commerce among the States… shall be absolutely free” 

Cole v Whitfield: can’t be discriminatory burdens of protectionist kind 

- Minimum size on cray in Tas, SA said hindered free trade 

- Tas: protecting rare natural resource; HELD not discriminatory 

- Burdened locals equally, so didn’t give competitive advantage 
 

VS 
 

Castlemaine Tooheys v SA 

- Govt only organised recycling transport for local companies 

- SA argued applied to all, policy reasons of recycling 

- Held: discriminatory as prevented from growing market share and 
measures were disproportionate to public purpose 

CORPORATIONS POWER (s51(xx)) 
With respect to ‘foreign corporations and trading or financial corporations 
formed within the limits of the Cth’  
- Most heavily litigated 
- States can refer power to Cth – explains Corporations Act etc 
- Formed means can’t create corporations – but can under TC power 
- Incorporation Case, confirmed Huddard Parker 

 

Does it come under TC HEAD OF POWER? 
 

(1) Is it a TRADING CORPORATION 
-  What are its activities? Are they trading? 
-  Trading interpreted broadly – WA v McArthur 

*Note if incorporated in another country, can automatically be regulated  
-  

CURRENT ACTIVITIES TEST: Adamson’s Case 
- Whether football clubs TCs; sold tickets, advertising rights, merch etc 
- HC held 4:3 that test was current activities, not purpose, so was TC 
- So long as trading not insubstantial 
- Sufficiently significant proportion of overall activities 
- Determined case by case: question of fact and degree (MASON) 
- May be so slight/incidental that it can’t be described as TC 

. 
Tasmania Dams 

- HEC was a TC: electricity trade made up ‘sufficiently signif proportion’ 
Quickenden v O’Connor 

- UniWA a TC – 18-28% of revenue from trading activities 

- Substantial can be relative measure – “court said 18 fine, is this min?’ 
E v Red Cross Society 

- Even if a small proportion (2%), amount of $ can make it a TC 

*note: Trading different from financial: 

- Trading = dealing in goods and services, financial involves only $ 

- Re Ku-Ring-Gai: financial activities transactions where subject is finance 

- Obligation on each side is to pay money 

- State Super Board: SSB invested in housing, loans, property etc 

- Found enough financial activities to classify as financial corp 

Old test: ‘Purpose test’ (R v Trade Practices Tribunal) 
*Note shelf companies, back to purpose test because no current activities 
 

(2) Is it regulating within scope? 
WORKCHOICES 

- Before WC workplace was for states: conciliation/arbitration power 
meant wouldn’t have intended Cth to have broad power over corps 

- ALL states took Cth to court, but accepted Cth in 5:2 majority 

- Unclear how far it could go – Kirby and Callinan dissent 
 

5 areas can be regulated (Gaudron dissent from Re Pacific Coal): 
1. Activities, functions, relationships the business  
2. The creation of rights, and      3. Imposition of obligations 
4. Conduct of those through whom it acts: employees/shareholders  
5. Those whose conduct is capable of affecting activities, functions, 

relationships or business 


